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Abstract: As an extension of the traditional Land Use Regression (LUR) modelling, the generalized
additive model (GAM) was developed in recent years to explore the non-linear relationships between
PM2.5 concentrations and the factors impacting it. However, these studies did not consider the loss of
information regarding predictor variables. To address this challenge, a generalized additive model
combining principal component analysis (PCA–GAM) was proposed to estimate PM2.5 concentrations
in this study. The reliability of PCA–GAM for estimating PM2.5 concentrations was tested in the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region over a one-year period as a case study. The results showed that
PCA–GAM outperforms traditional LUR modelling with relatively higher adjusted R2 (0.94) and
lower RMSE (4.08 µg/m3 ). The CV-adjusted R2 (0.92) is high and close to the model-adjusted R2 ,
proving the robustness of the PCA–GAM model. The PCA–GAM model enhances PM2.5 estimate
accuracy by improving the usage of the effective predictor variables. Therefore, it can be concluded
that PCA–GAM is a promising method for air pollution mapping and could be useful for decision
makers taking a series of measures to combat air pollution.
Keywords: PCA; GAM; PM2.5 concentrations; effective predictor variables; utilization rate

1. Introduction
Fine particulate matter consists of particles less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5 ) that are suspended in
the atmosphere in solid or liquid form [1]. Due to its potential threat to human health and the
environment, PM2.5 has been given high priority in research activities in the fields of air pollution
and environmental health [2–4]. Recent epidemiological studies have shown an association between
PM2.5 and adverse effects on human health, including an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases [5,6],
heart problems and lung cancer [7], and a significantly reduced birth rate [8,9]. PM2.5 pollution has
become one of the critical air problems and seriously affects people’s daily lives worldwide. Together
with rapid economic development and urbanization, heavy air pollution poses serious challenges to
environmental sustainability in China. PM2.5 pollution in China has become a social problem and
has attracted significant attention from the public and government officers. Therefore, a clear and
correct understanding of the spatial-temporal characteristics of PM2.5 distribution can help us obtain
the PM2.5 pollution level in different regions, and provide a scientific support for joint prevention and
control of PM2.5 pollution.
The tapered element oscillating microbalance method (TEOM), is currently considered the most
reliable way to collect PM2.5 concentrations through ground-level measured PM2.5 concentrations [10].
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However, the sparseness of monitoring stations cannot meet the urgent need of obtaining the PM2.5
concentrations over a large area. Among the available estimation methods, Land Use Regression
(LUR) modelling [11] is one of the best approaches whose strengths include large-scale air quality and
continuous space estimation. It is an efficient statistical regression model that estimates air pollution by
using ground-level monitoring data as the dependent variable, and uses surrounding land use, Aerosol
Optical Depth (AOD), meteorological and other auxiliary data as the independent variables [12].
In recent decades, LUR modelling has been widely used to study the spatial distribution of air
pollutants, such as PM2.5 [13–15], PM10 [16,17], NO2 [17,18], NOX [18], SO2 [19], and O3 [20]. However,
most of them depend on presumed linear relationships between the ground-level measured PM2.5
concentrations and the independent variables, despite the fact that the linear influencing mechanism
on PM2.5 concentration is not always suitable for all independent variables. Focusing on this issue,
the generalized additive model (GAM) was introduced to capture the non-linear and non-monotonic
relationships between variables in a few studies [21–24]. Results of those studies proved that the GAM
is effective at identifying the effect of different factors on regional PM2.5 concentrations, meaning GAM
modelling is a robust method for estimating PM2.5 concentrations. Furthermore, having the capacity
to integrate linear and non-linear statistical modelling techniques, GAM modelling outperforms
traditional ordinary least square (OLS) modelling.
Although those studies addressed the specific issue, some challenges still remain for the regression
modelling community regarding the application of LUR models. One of the most important challenges
is that these studies ignored the loss of predictor variable information. In the process of modelling,
a majority of the effective predictor variables were removed despite their significant correlation with
PM2.5 concentration. That is to say, all effective predictor variables, which are significantly related to
PM2.5 concentration, cannot be used in the final regression model. Too many predictor variables can
cause an over-fitting problem in regression models, while using an appropriate number of predictor
variables may lead to a loss of information significantly related to PM2.5 concentration. According to
He’s research (2017) [24], the variance explained decreased from 75.5% to 73.9% after removing some
of the effective predictor variables including PRS (pressure), TEM (temperature), and SSD (sunshine
duration). The results suggested that the contributing strength of related influencing factors to the
final regression model decreased due to removing some effective predictor variables.
In response to the above challenges, principal component analysis (PCA) is employed to improve
the utilization rate of effective predictor variables in this paper. As a basic mathematical analysis
method, PCA is the simplest method for eigenfactor-based multivariate analyses. It is used to reduce
the number of predictor variables and transform information into new variables that are mutually
orthogonal, or uncorrelated, as well as to determine the dominant multivariate relationships [25,26].
PCA is able to remove redundant information among variables by eliminating the collinearity problem
and integrating the same variable information together [27,28]. As a commonly used multivariate
analysis method, PCA has been gradually applied in air quality studies to analyze voluminous
environmental data.
In this study, a generalized additive model combined with principal component analysis
(PCA–GAM) is proposed to estimate PM2.5 concentrations over a large area. PCA was used to simplify
the complexity of relationships among variables to improve the utilization rate of effective predictor
variables. Moreover, GAM was used to explore the linear or non-linear relationships between PM2.5
concentrations and the independent variables. In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance
of the PCA–GAM model, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region was used as the case study for
estimating PM2.5 concentrations. The research results will help promote the reliability and stability of
the LUR method for large area PM2.5 mapping and provide support for decision makers when seeking
comprehensive environmental improvement.
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Figure 1. Study area and partial basic geographical feature data: (a) PM2.5 monitoring sites and

Figure 1. Study area and partial basic geographical feature data: (a) PM2.5 monitoring sites and
elevation; (b) road traffic; (c) land use/cover; (d) industrial plants; and (e) surface dust.
elevation; (b) road traffic; (c) land use/cover; (d) industrial plants; and (e) surface dust.
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The regression modelling, which is composed of PCA, all-subsets regression, and GAM, played
an important role in this study.
1.

PCA refers to a mathematical method that transforms the original set of inter-correlated variables
into a new set of an equal number of independent uncorrelated variables, which gives the linear
combination of the original set of data. It maximizes the correlation between the original variables
to form new variables that are mutually orthogonal, or uncorrelated [26]. The new variables are
ordered in such a way that the first new variable explains most of the variance in the data, and
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each subsequent one accounts for the largest proportion of variability that has not been accounted
for by its predecessors. For this process, PCA was employed to transform the final inter-correlated
effective predictor variables into principal components (PCs) in PAST software. Additionally, the
redundancy information of effective predictor variables was removed by using the PCs instead
of the original explanatory variables, and integrating the same variable information together.
To avoid the over-fitting problem caused by too many PCs in the regression modelling, we used
all-subsets regression to select the optimal subset of variables in R Studio. As one of the most
common methods for selecting the final predictor variables from too many variables, all-subsets
regression tests all possible subsets of the set of potential independent variables [34]. If there are k
potential independent variables besides the constant, then there are 2 k distinct subsets of them to
be tested, including the empty set which corresponds to the mean model [35,36]. Several measures
with respect to the selection criteria have been proposed, such as the adjusted coefficient of
determination (adjusted R2 ), Mallow’s Cp, and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [37]. The
adjusted R2 was used as the selection criteria to select the optimal subset of PCs in this study.
After the pre-screening of multivariate variables, the package of “mgcv” in R Studio was used
to fit GAM as implemented by the gam() function, which generalized multivariate regression
by relaxing the assumptions of linearity and normality, replacing regression lines by smooth
lines [38]. In this process, the linear or non-linear relationships between PM2.5 concentration with
associated contributing factors, were fitted with thin plate regression splines by using the “GCV”
method to automatically choose a smoothing parameter [39]. The one degree of freedom indicated
that the predictor variable was fitted with a parametric linear term rather than a smoothed term.
The finalized regression model presented in this article was determined such that the model
AIC value is among the lowest of all the models [40]. Additionally, a significant test was also
employed using the 0.05 level to check whether each term remaining in the finalized model was
statistically significant [22].

2.2.3. Model Validation
The model performance of PCA–GAM was validated by comparing it with OLS and GAM based
on the corresponding domain date sets. The adjusted R2 , AIC, root mean square error (RMSE), mean
percentage error (MPE), as well as the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) were used as the
statistics to evaluate the prediction ability and reliability of the three models. As a general rule,
a higher adjusted R2 and smaller AIC, RMSE, and MPE mean the model is more perfectible. At the
same time, the 10-fold cross validation (10-fold CV) [41,42] was employed to test the feasibility and
robustness of the model. In this process, the dataset was randomly divided into 10 folds, among which
9 folds were selected as the training set and the remaining fold was used as the test set. This progress
was repeated 10 times until all samples were tested.
2.2.4. PM2.5 Concentration Mapping
To visualize the spatial distribution of annual PM2.5 concentrations in the study area, we created
a fishnet with a resolution of 10 km × 10 km to obtain the sampling points in the BTH region. PM2.5
concentrations were then predicted using PCA–GAM. Finally, the continuous raster surfaces of annual
PM2.5 concentrations were produced though the Ordinary Kriging (OK) method, which weighted the
surrounding measured values to derive a prediction for an unmeasured location, not only based on
the distance but also on the overall spatial autocorrelation of the measured point [12].
3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Effective Predictor Variables
The Pearson’s correlation was performed between all the potential predictor variables and annual
PM2.5 concentrations. With a two-tailed significance of less than 0.05, 17 effective predictor variables
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were screened: AOD, Temp (temperature), PS (pressure), PE (precipitation), RH (relative humidity),
Elev (elevation), N Roadall (distance to the nearest of all roads), N_Industry205 (distance to the nearest
petrochemical plant), Industry208_3000m (number of paper plants in a buffer of 3000 m), Dust0718_1000m
(the area ratio of stampede yard in a buffer of 1000 m), Dust0810_5000m (the area ratio of open pit field
in a buffer of 5000 m), Cover1_8000m (the area ratio of farmland in a buffer of 8000 m) , Cover3_8000m
(the area ratio of grassland in a buffer of 8000 m), Cover5_8000m (the area ratio of built-up land in
a buffer of 8000 m), Cover6_8000m (the area ratio of roads in a buffer of 8000 m), Cover8_8000m (the
area ratio of artificial pit fields in a buffer of 8000 m), Cover9_8000m (the area ratio of desert and bare
surface in a buffer of 8000 m). The histograms of effective predictor variables are illustrated in Figure 3,
which shows that all the variables are roughly unimodal and log-normally distributed. It is easy
to find that all the effective predictor variables have similar distributions of PM2.5 concentrations.
The overall mean and the standard deviation value of the PM2.5 concentrations at the monitoring
sites in the BTH region are 76.505 µg/m3 and 20.445 µg/m3 , respectively. The maximum, minimum,
mean, and standard deviation for all the effective predictor variables are also presented in Figure 3.
All of these values show the range and fluctuation of the effective predicted variables, which, from
another perspective, reflect the complexity of the effective predictor variables associated with the
PM2.5 concentration.
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3.2. Model Fitting and Validation
The PCA was used to transform the original set of effective predictor variables into a new set of
an equal number of PCs. The transformed explanatory variables were labeled PC1 to PC17, which
were conducted to select the optimal subset of explanatory variables. Figure 4, which was drawn in
R Studio, shows the results of all-subsets regression. With regard to Figure 4, the y-axis represents
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3.2. Model Fitting and Validation
The PCA was used to transform the original set of effective predictor variables into a new set of an
equal number of PCs. The transformed explanatory variables were labeled PC1 to PC17, which were
conducted to select the optimal subset of explanatory variables. Figure 4, which was drawn in R Studio,
shows the results of all-subsets regression. With regard to Figure 4, the y-axis represents the adjusted
R2 , each row represents one model, and colored rectangles represent the explanatory variables which
were included in each model. Figure 4 shows that there are four candidate models with the highest
adjusted R2 with a value of 0.89. According to the AIC criterion, the candidate models with the lowest
AIC value was used, and had independent variables were PC1, PC2, PC4, PC5, PC6, PC8, and PC17.
The AIC value and variance explained are 517.10 and 92.5%, respectively. Additional, from the results
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theInt.
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adjusted R2 value, computed from PCA–GAM, is 0.96, higher than that computed using OLS (0.84)
or GAM (0.93). This is also true in model validating; while the PCA–GAM had the highest adjusted
R2 (0.77) and lowest RMSE (9.88 µg/m3) among the three models.
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results for these three types of models are demonstrated in Figure 5. For model fitting, the adjusted
R2 value, computed from PCA–GAM, is 0.96, higher than that computed using OLS (0.84) or GAM
(0.93). This is also true in model validating; while the PCA–GAM had the highest adjusted R2 (0.77)
and lowest RMSE (9.88 µg/m3 ) among the three models.
Table 1. The regression results of three models.
Model

Independent Variables
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RMSE
(µg/m3 )

MPE
(%)

MAPE
(%)

CV
Adj_R2
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0.83
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0.90

528.23

5.50

−0.72

5.78

0.92

0.94

495.52

4.08

−0.39

4.10

0.92
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Figure 6 shows the fitted curve of each independent variable in PCA–GAM model. It can be
Figure 6 shows the fitted curve of each independent variable in PCA–GAM model. It can be
observed that the greater the degree of freedom, the more fluctuation in the fitting curve. Among all
observed that the greater the degree of freedom, the more fluctuation in the fitting curve. Among all
the fitted curves, only the independent variable PC2 has a straight fitted line corresponding to the
the fitted curves, only the independent variable PC2 has a straight fitted line corresponding to the one
one degree of freedom. For all others, there is a non-linear relationship between independent
degree of freedom. For all others, there is a non-linear relationship between independent variables and
variables and PM2.5 concentrations. Besides, these relationships varied among independent variables.
PM2.5 concentrations. Besides, these relationships varied among independent variables. The different
The different fitted curves are shown in Figure 6. The relationship between PC1 and PM2.5
fitted curves are shown in Figure 6. The relationship between PC1 and PM2.5 concentration is
concentration is monotonically increases, while PM2.5 concentration decreases monotonically with the
monotonically increases, while PM2.5 concentration decreases monotonically with the increase of PC4
increase of PC4 or PC5. Moreover, there are fluctuating changes in the effects of PC8 and PC17 on
or PC5. Moreover, there are fluctuating changes in the effects of PC8 and PC17 on PM2.5 concentration.
PM2.5 concentration. The results show that introducing PCA into the GAM model do not weaken the
The results show that introducing PCA into the GAM model do not weaken the advantages of GAM,
advantages of GAM, which is the ability to capture the highly non-linear and non-monotonic
relationship between variables. Considering the utilization rate of effective predictor variables, PCA–
GAM still can successfully capture the linear and non-linear relationship between PM2.5 variation and
the associated contributing factors.
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this paper, with the explained variance decreasing from 96.4% to 92.8% after removing the temperature
variable from the model.
According to the case study results in this paper, it was found that PCA–GAM was the best
method for estimating PM2.5 concentration with the highest adjusted R2 (0.94) and lowest AIC (495.52)
when compared with OLS and GAM using the same datasets. The results also showed that PCA–GAM
had the significantly lowest RMSE, MPE, and MAPE, which meant that PCA–GAM can relatively
accurately explain more information in PM2.5 estimation than the other two models. PCA–GAM has
also been proved to have good model reliability and robustness with the large CV adjusted R2 (0.92).
With pairwise comparison of the three models, the prediction accuracy of the PCA–GAM is obviously
higher than that of the traditional OLS model. Clearly, the GAM model in this paper also outperformed
the OLS model as shown in previous studies by simultaneously considering the linear and non-linear
relationships between PM2.5 variation and the associated contributing factors. The advantages of
PCA can be explored by comparing PCA–GAM with GAM. Although the values of the statistics
changed a little, the results showed that the accuracy of the PCA–GAM was indeed improved when
compared to GAM alone. Meanwhile, the scatter plots of fitting and validating the results for the three
models suggested that PCA–GAM is superior to OLS or GAM. All the results proved the necessity of
PCA–GAM modelling in using PCA to simplify the complexity of the relationships among the variables
to improve the utilization rate of effective predictor variables. Due to the complex interactions between
PM2.5 concentration and the contributing factors, a combination of PCA and GAM can effectively
improve the performance of PM2.5 concentration estimates. In addition, the results in Figure 6 also
revealed that the relationships between PM2.5 concentration and the independent variables may be
linear or non-linear, which highlights that it is essential to integrate linear and non-linear statistical
techniques into the LUR model.
Additionally, with the same conclusions as previous studies in the BTH region [22,29,43], the
results in this study also demonstrate that the spatial patterns of the annual mean PM2.5 concentration
have a significant northwest-to-southwest increasing gradient. Dispersion conditions of topography
and meteorology could account for these spatial patterns. In this study, the distribution of the annual
mean PM2.5 concentration had significantly spatial heterogeneity and spatial aggregation, which
previous research did not reveal. Higher concentrations of estimated PM2.5 normally clustered at
several points, corresponding to the rapid economic development, industrial activities, heavy traffic,
and high population density in the cities. Additionally, the coastal areas with low concentrations
of PM2.5, due to the meteorological conditions, were also reflected in this study using PCA–GAM.
In addition to using conventional feature variables, the refined industrial polluting sources and ground
dust surfaces were also employed as predictor variables for PM2.5 concentration estimation in this
study. Considering additional contribution factors, the accuracy of the model proposed was further
improved. In summary, with similar or higher estimation accuracy, the PCA–GAM method had better
performance in visualized PM2.5 concentration mapping than traditional LUR modelling. It can be
concluded that the PCA–GAM method could be useful to help scholars estimate the concentrations of
air pollutions in other large areas.
According to the comparison of the results of this study, the PCA–GAM method performs better
than the traditional LUR model, but the results from this research still has some limitations. Firstly,
prevention of air pollution has been an important countermeasure of human sustainable development.
In order to help decision makers by providing an overall understanding of the regional variations in
PM2.5 concentrations, we developed PCA–GAM for estimating PM2.5 concentration in a large area
over a one–year period. Considering the advantages of PCA–GAM in accurately estimating PM2.5
concentration, PCA–GAM could be developed for a shorter time scale, such as seasonal or daily scales.
The temporal variations of PM2.5 concentration in different time scales should also be investigated in
future research. Secondly, some studies suggested that wind direction plays a significant role in the LUR
model, because it could affect the dispersion of air pollutants [44]. Thus, the direction of the prevailing
winds would be needed as a predictor variable in the regression model. In addition, PCA–GAM,
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using globally fixed parameters, assumed that the relationship between PM2.5 concentration and
independent variables did not vary spatially, which ignores the spatial non-stationarity relationship of
environmental variables with air pollution. Therefore, in future work, we could introduce the spatial
non-stationarity relationship into PCA–GAM to improve the model performance.
5. Conclusions
In this study, a method of PCA–GAM was proposed for the first time to estimate PM2.5
concentration in a large area, to improve the utilization rate of effective predictor variables.
The proposed model was validated with a case study of the BTH region over a one-year period.
Results of this study indicated that the PCA–GAM model could not only improve the utilization
rate of effective predictor variables, but also simultaneously take into account linear and non-linear
relationships between PM2.5 concentration and the independent variables. The adjusted R2 (0.94),
RMSE (4.08 µg/m3 ), and other accuracy indicators of the case study also indicated the model clearly
outperformed those in previously reported studies. Meanwhile, the results of PM2.5 concentration
mapping accurately reflected the actual sources of serious pollution in the BTH region. As a novel
and reliable method, the PCA–GAM model presented in this study provides a general framework
for effectively estimating concentrations of air pollution in a large area. It could be a promising
way to provide support for air pollution concentrations mapping and helpful to policy makers,
environmentalists, and epidemiologists in understanding the complex spatial variations of regional
ambient air quality.
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